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Where do flexibility markets fit in the current European 

electricity market sequence?
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Literature review



Structure of analysis

• Perfect competitive reference power system

• Strategic behaviour with old and new games

• Impact of market structure on the 

performance of sequencing options

• Limitations of the model

Findings

• Flexibility market can trigger new games that 

can already be performed by small players, 

and therefore are a real concern for market 

surveillance

• Nodal pricing performs best, but there is no 

clear second best under the alternative 

market sequencing options
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Overview
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Methodology



Power network Merit order curve
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Reference power system



• Same generation costs for each sequencing option

• Similar redispatch costs among sequencing options

• Lowest costs towards consumers under nodal pricing
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The perfect competitive reference case
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• Driving up market prices within the 

market (I.)

• Creating and solving additional 

congestion between two markets (II.)

• Pursuing activation in the most 

profitable market(s) of the total 

market sequence (III.-VI.)

Types of strategic behaviour
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• Even small players can exercise 

market power

• Nodal pricing outperforms the other 

market sequences, but the price-

setter game of larger strategic 

players can cause great distortions

Impact of the market structure: Monte Carlo simulation



Overestimation of strategic behaviour

• Reference power system

• Reservation of flexibility

• Risk averse behaviour of the 

flexibility provider

• Demand response

Underestimation of strategic behaviour

• Reference power system

• Strategic behaviour of system 

operators
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Limitations of the model
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Recap of the conclusions

Full working paper available at https://www.mech.kuleuven.be/en/tme/research/energy-systems-integration-

modeling/pdf-publications/wp-esim2021-5

https://www.mech.kuleuven.be/en/tme/research/energy-systems-integration-modeling/pdf-publications/wp-esim2021-5

